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The Special Care Unit Licensure Moratorium

• Several years ago (2016’ish), the N.C. General Assembly, 

with the support of the Department of Health and Human 

Services

– Implemented a moratorium on the issuance of further SCU 

licenses

• In both Adult Care Homes (ACHs) and SNFs

– That precluded DHHS and its subdivision, the Division of Health 

Services Regulation (parent entity of both ACH and SNF Licensure 

Section), from issuing any more SCU licenses during the 

moratorium

• But, created an exceptions process if you could show “need” for the 

SCU beds in the county at issue.
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The Special Care Unit Licensure Moratorium

• What is a “Special Care Unit?”

– Special locked unit

– With distinct programming, trained staff, spaces, etc. for persons 

with memory care disorders

– Just having a locked unit does not make it a SCU

– Anyone can have a locked unit if you meet Construction Section 

requirements for such a unit

– It’s the special programming, staff, staff training etc. 

– AND the fact that you hold yourself out to the public as having a 

“Special Care Unit”
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The Special Care Unit Licensure Moratorium

• So, in summary, an SCU is a locked unit with special 

programming, staffing, etc. that is for the care of memory 

care residents

• THAT you publicize to the public in any way as an SCU

• For SNFs, ANY public representation that you have an 

SCU requires a special SCU license

• For ACHs, a more liberal interpretation which says that 

you can represent to the public (ads, signage, literature) 

that you have an SCU as long as you don’t advertise it as 

a LICENSED SCU.

– So, that’s a big difference from the SNF Licensure Section 

interpretation
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The Special Care Unit Licensure Moratorium

• So, if you meet the definition of a “licensed SCU”

• You must obtain the special licensure designation from the 

ACH Licensure Section

• And your ability to receive any Medicaid supplemental 

payments for these residents also requires that you have 

the special SCU licensure designation

– The primary reason folks want the SCU license designation

• But, for the past several years, due to the Legislative 

moratorium, you could not obtain an SCU license

– Unless you applied under the Moratorium Process and got 

approved

– That required the filing a 10-page supporting document
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A Change in DHSR’s Policy Position 

• The SCU licensure moratorium was part of the Legislative 

Budget

• That expired in June of 2019—along with any legislative 

authorization for an SCU moratorium

• So we were in limbo:

– DHSR wouldn’t accept or process any SCU moratorium exemption 

requests

– And also wouldn’t process normal license applications for SCUs

– Our firm lobbied and pushed and pushed

– “You can’t have it both ways—either DHSR CAN issue licenses (no 

moratorium exists) or there’s a moratorium so review and process 

my Moratorium Exemption Request
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A Change in DHSR’s Policy Position 

• In December of 2019, DHSR notified us that they would 

begin processing SCU license applications via the old, 

normal licensure application process

– We’ve since submitted and had 3 approved

– So, DHSR acknowledged it had no currently authorized 

moratorium and thus no power to NOT process normal license 

applications

– DHSR in late 2019 had applications for 300 SCU beds

• If/when we ever get a budget, perhaps after April 28, 2020, 

we will likely have a renewed SCU moratorium

• So, if you want an SCU license, file now

• Consider construction and Construction Section approvals
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Speaking of the DHSR Construction Section

• Common scenario:  client calls us with:

– We’re doing a big renovation—semi-private to private, more dining 

space, more common living areas; family-centric pods

– All of which are CON Exempt

– But you still must submit an Exemption Notice to the CON Section

• Just a letter explaining what you’re doing and identifying the part of the 

CON Statute that makes your project exempt—easy

– BUT, you must always submit plans, drawing, specs to the DHSR 

Construction Section for review/approval BEFORE you start work

– You must consider both State building codes, national building 

codes and ACH physical plan licensure rules (10A NCAC 13F 

.0301, et seq.)

• The most stringent of these will apply so it’s not necessarily one or the 

other
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Speaking of the DHSR Construction Section

• If your new project requires any change to your licensure 

status, then DHSR ACH Licensure will not issue a license 

until:  1) Construction Section approves your plans; and 2) 

conducts its onsite inspection to identify corrective actions 

required; AND 3) sends a formal transmittal to DHSR 

Licensure that your project is “complete.”

• So, two reasons to ALWAYS consider do I need 

Construction Section review for any addition/renovation:

– So you are compliant with physical plant licensure rule and life 

safety code

– So you can get any updated/new license

– May also affect certain types of reimbursement 
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Don’t Forget the Construction Section Review

• We run into this over and over again—clients just forget

• Or don’t plan for this time lag

– Construction Section is currently saying at least 6 weeks just for 

initial plan review—so plan accordingly

– Impact of forgetting:  project fails; costs soar; new admission are 

stayed; debt financing is rising

• We’ve had licenses delayed that created real crises

• Construction changes that cost a lot and are identified late 

in the construction process—everything grinds to a halt

• Finally, recent experience with Construction Section giving 

inconsistent answers on building requirement
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Assisted Living Resident Discharges

• Recall the five permitted reasons to discharge a resident:

1. Discharge = necessary for welfare of resident

2. Health has improved so resident no longer need ACH services as 

documented by MD, NP, PA

3. Safety of residents/other individuals is endangered

4. Health of residents/other individuals is endangered as 

documented by an MD, NP, PA

5. Failure to pay costs/charges

• Resident/family has 11 days to file Notice of Appeal after 

receipt of Notice of Discharge (use proper forms from 

DHSR website or discharge is null/void and you start over)
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Tips for Winning Resident Discharge Appeals

• If an appeal is filed, you get a letter from the N.C. Division 

of Health Benefits Hearing Office

– With date of hearing (can be changed)

– Requiring that Community submit to DHB Hearing Officer and 

resident and family ALL materials you plan to rely upon at hearing

– No later than 5 working days before scheduled hearing

– That letter includes a MINIMUM list of documents you must include

– Plus anything else you plan to rely upon

• If D/C is based on reasons 2 or 4, you MUST include MD, 

NP, PA documentation to support why

• And be able to show how resident condition changed 

since you admitted them
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Most Common Errors in Resident Discharge 

Appeals

• If D/C based on reasons 1 or 3, you MUST include 

documented evidence of how this resident endangers 

others via health/safety and steps you’ve taken to mitigate 

that and how/why/if they failed—all reasonable steps

• Most common error:  failure to include documentary 

evidence to support D/Cs under reason 1-4 above from a 

person with responsibility or training that qualifies them

• Just having nursing, SW, activities notes not always 

sufficient

• Review the list of required documents in the DHB notice: 

most recent FL-2, any assessments, pertinent medical 

records, third party medical notes
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• Issue: Am I required either:  1) to install Granny Cams in 

resident rooms if family requests; or 2) to permit a family 

or friend to install one in resident rooms?

• Family argument:  you have them in the hallway and 

parking lot AND they make me feel close to Mama

• Contra argument:  it’s all about resident privacy

• And not just in their rooms

– In Activity Rooms, dining areas, hallways

– In general, taking someone’s pic for sharing/distribution w/out 

consent is not permitted

– Especially in a LTC/health care setting
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• 8 states in the U.S. have laws regulating the installation and use of 

Granny Cams.  They range from prohibiting them outright to permitting 

them only with resident consent to requiring their installation upon 

request, subject to certain conditions.  

• N.C. is not one of those states.

• The N.C. licensure laws for SNFs and ALs are silent on this issue and 

neither require a provider to permit installation of recording devices, 

nor prohibit it.  

• And there are no federal governing laws requiring them in AL 

communities

• So you are free to choose whether to permit
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• Over the years, DHSR Licensure officials have repeatedly 

told us that AL and SNF providers are not required to 

agree to resident or family requests to install or permit the 

installation of recording devices in resident rooms.  

• Compare to SNF Guidance:

– For SNFs, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has 

robust resident privacy protection laws that state, among other 

provisions, that “a resident has the right to privacy and 

confidentiality in all aspects of care and services, and personal 

privacy regarding his body, personal space, accommodations and 

services.

• You are not SNF’s. This shows you how even the more 

regulated SNF environment doesn’t require Granny Cams
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• Further, CMS guidance states that the taking of 

photographs or recordings of residents or of their private 

space without their express permission violates their rights 

to privacy, including pictures of a resident’s room where 

the resident is not present at the time, or of a resident 

eating in the dining room or participating in group activities 

in common areas.

• While N.C.’s assisted living laws are not quite as specific 

as the CMS regulations and guidance for SNFs, AL 

residents are still guaranteed the right to privacy in all 

aspects of their care and services. 
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• So, in N.C., AL providers are:

– Not required to install recording devices in resident rooms or 

common areas, even when requested to do so by resident or 

family members; and

– Not required to permit the installation of recording devices by 

residents, family members or others in resident rooms or facility 

common areas;

– But are required to jealously guard the privacy of all residents at all 

times in all areas of the facility; and

– Are permitted to preclude their use either openly or clandestinely

– And to demand their removal, or remove yourself if installed 

anyway
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Granny (Spy) Cams in AL Communities

• By contrast, the Community may elect to install security 

cameras or other recording devices in parking lots, 

exterior walls and/or facility common areas because of the 

facility’s regulatory obligation to ensure the safety of all 

residents, employees and visitors, and its potential liability 

for failure to do so.

• Also, you are NOT required to share video or audio 

recordings from your Community devices with anyone 

other than law enforcement (upon proper request), state 

surveyors or other government officials

– Even when requested by residents/families
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Have a Granny Cam Policy

• If you elect to prohibit the installation/use of recording 

devices in your facility, other than by properly authorized 

facility staff, then you should have a clear written policy in 

place that sets out your position on recording devices.  Be 

prepared to engage with families who see your common-

area recording devices and don’t understand why they 

cannot have one when you do. It helps to explain to 

families the basic legal concepts we’ve described above, 

stressing the facility’s legal obligation to protect resident 

privacy, and explaining how your rule differs given the 

regulatory obligation to protect residents, including their 

privacy rights. 
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“I Have to Write Another Policy?

• Nope, we’ve done it for you

• We developed a “Model Policy” for you to:

– Review; consider and customize as needed for your Community

– It will be provided in our upcoming March issue of Shorts on LTC

• Yes, Shorts is back after a 1-year “vacation”

– You can sign up for Shorts online by going to: 

https://www.poynerspruill.com/thought-leadership-signup/

• Any Model Policy, including this one is simply a guide, not 

legal advice

• APRIL 2020 WEBINAR = “The Regulators’ Update” with 

DHSR Leadership Libby Kinsey and Megan Lamphere
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Disaster or Emergency Plan Requirements

• What must you have?

– Written plan

– Which has the written approval of OR has been submitted to:

• the local emergency management agency AND

• The local agency designated to coordinate special needs sheltering 

during disasters

– Prepared and updated annually

– Maintained in the facility
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What should the Disaster or Emergency Plan 

look like?

• How do I create a plan and what should it include?

• The Adult Care Licensure Section webpage in the 

Announcements tab: 

(https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/acls/acannouncement.html) 

contains a link to the NC Risk Management Portal which 

has a template for a Licensed Care Facility Risk 

Management Plan

– https://rmp.nc.gov/Portal/

– You can use this to create a custom plan
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Other Tips for your Emergency Plan

• Tips to remember for your plan:

– Update it annually

– Take advantage of the NC Risk Management Portal plan template 

and all the resources included at that site

– Sometimes, the local emergency management agency will not 

provide an approval of your plan SO make sure that you can 

demonstrate and document that you submitted the plan

– Make sure that you designate a location that you can evacuate 

staff and residents to

– Be certain that the designated location understands that it could be 

called on to accept residents and is in a condition to do so
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Questions?
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